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METROPOLIS POPULATED
with CONTRADICTION
JULES BOYKOFF

metropolis populated with contradiction
just us standing on a slab of cement
we were whacking bells in distant towers
thick white bricks stacked in summer sky
the low-hanging-fruit theory of mercy & forgiveness
lamenting disintegration—tiny words playing out
but I digress, my lovely capitalista
“the hidden contingency of dominant claims”
hate a string that bound me too tightly
“screw your courage to the sticking place”
the city glistened
under creaky
structure chisel
spectacle from
spectacle
by gosh by golly
might as well
sell them
the rope
then
--
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process statement
For me, creative writing and aggressive reading are inextricable. I’m interested in writing as a
concertedly social exercise, as textual imbrication that emerges from rigorous reading. My writing
process involves bringing together seemingly disparate thinkers, artists, and writers, and refracting
them through the lens of poetry, appropriating their words and forms and coaxing them into
conversation. This process of textual appropriation—or what the art critic Sven Lütticken prefers
to call “the art of theft”—is key to my poetry. As Lütticken notes, “quoting and appropriating is a
way of manipulating material and introducing different meanings.” On a good day, I hope I can live
up to that charge, fomenting “different meanings” through poems. In the poem included in Inkwell
I borrow language from George Monbiot’s book on global warming, Heat: How We Can Stop the
Planet Burning, and draw formally from William Wordsworth’s canonized poem, “Daffodils.” If only
Monbiot’s creative approach to dealing with global warming could be canonized into contemporary
political practice as Wordsworth’s once-revolutionary verse has been pressed into the service of
literary power! Therein lies the rub!
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